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Chess Club Modra in collaboration with 

www.sachovepomocky.sk 
 

Are inviting you to 
 

LJ  SLOVAK OPEN 2022 
 

Tournament director: Ján Kišon 
 

Chief organizer: Tomáš Perička, podujatia.skmodra@gmail.com 
 

Chief arbiter:  IA Karol Pekár 

  

Arbiters:  Ema Romanová  

   Martin Kuna 
 

Place:   Hotel Sorea*** Liptovský Ján 
 
Date:   23.6.-26.6.2022 

 
System: 7-round swiss for players rated max 2399 FIDE. Time control is 60 minutes + 

30 sec/move. Results of tournament will be sent to FIDE for rating purposes. 

Tie breakers: 1.Full Buchholz 2.Cut Buchholz (1 opponent with the least 

amount of points does not count) 3. Direct encounter 4. Number of wins 5. 

Armagedon match (if the players are playing for prizes) 

Default time is 30 minutes. Decisions of chief arbiter during the tournament are 

definitive. 

 
Schedule:    Thursday  23.6.  Registration  13:00-15:30 

Round 1  16:30 

Dinner   18:00-20:30 

 Friday   24.6.  Breakfast  07:30-10:00 

Round 2  09:30 

Round 3  16:30  

Dinner   18:00-20:30 

 Saturday  25.6.   Breakfast  07:30-10:00 

Round 4  09:30 

Round 5  16:30  

Dinner   18:00-20:30 

 Sunday   26.6.   Breakfast  07:30-10:00 

Round 6  09:00 

Round 7  14:00 

 

Applications: The deadline for the filled out form is 15.6.2022, applications will be accepted 

only after payment of the deposit. For applications delivered after this deadline, 

there will be a fee of +10 €. We cannot guarantee hotel accommodation after 

this date. Accommodation in the Hotel Sorea Máj will be booked only after the 

tournament deposit has been paid. In case of a larger number of participants, 

the day of payment of the deposit decides on the inclusion of the player in the 

tournament and accommodation reservations. When paying for multiple 

people, list all the people you are paying for in the payer's report. Please pay 

the deposit to Mbank  SK84 8360 5207 0042 0588 7037, as a variable symbol 

enter the date of birth and the name of the participants in the note. 
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Entry fee :   Without accommodation :     35€ 

          Accommodation only :        175€ 

          Entry fee + accommodation:     195€ 

          Entry fee + accommodation (alone in a room):  215€ 

 
Accommodation:   3x accommodation in a standard double room, 3x half board (breakfast and 

dinner in the form of buffet tables, begins on June 23 and ends with breakfast 

on June 26), free entrance to the hotel pool (Thermal water in the indoor pools 

of the Hotel SOREA MAY comes directly from the Rudolf thermal spring. The 

water temperature ranges from 26 to 29 ° C, is mineralized and acidic. The water 

has beneficial effects on the respiratory tract, musculoskeletal system 

(rheumatism, joints), skin problems (eczema, allergies). Stay in water induces 

the body's natural relaxation and promotes good sleep. 

 

 
Prize fund:  Total prize fund 3100€, 

Main prizes in the OPEN tournament combined: 1500 €. 

   I.500€, II.400€, III.300€, IV. 200€, V. 100€,  
Physical prizes in the OPEN tournament combined: 1600 € in categories: 
Senior (1962 and older)   I.100€   II.70€   III.30€ 

Junior (2002 and younger) I.100€   II.70€   III.30€ 

 Women    I.100€   II.70€   III.30€ 

Rating 1901-2100   I.100€   II.70€   III.30€ 

 Rating 1701-1900   I.100€   II.70€   III.30€ 

Rating 1501-1700   I.100€   II.70€   III.30€ 

Rating do 1500    I.100€   II.70€   III.30€ 

   Players from Liptov region I.100€   II.70€  III.30€ 

   (players from regions RK and LM) 

 

Physical prizes will be in form of vouchers to chess store 

https://www.sachovepomocky.sk/ from JAVES, s.r.o.  
 Prizes in categories are valid only if there were at least 6 players 

competing in that category. With fewer players in a category, prizes 

can be reduced.  

Cumulation of prizes is allowed. 

Every participant will receive a 15 % discount for chess store 

https://www.sachovepomocky.sk/ from JAVES, s.r.o. 
 

 

 

We look forward to your 

participation! 
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